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LAUNCHING DEVELOPING PROGRESSING MASTERING 
 
- I am beginning to recall some 

of the information I have read 
e.g. Characters’ names and 
main events etc. 
 

- I am beginning to put some 
things into my own words in a 
simple and straightforward 
way. 
 

- I can say what a text is about 
and how the writer feels. 

. 

 
- I can recall some of the 

information I have read. 
 

- Sometimes I use evidence to 
back up my answers. 
 

- I can put some things into my 
own words in a simple and 
straightforward way. 
 

- I can briefly summarise a 
text. 
 

- I can sum up the writer’s 
feelings and say how the text 
made me feel. 
 

- I can pick out some features 
of language e.g. adjectives, 
similes etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
- I make relevant points and I 

have chosen some evidence 
to back them up. 
 

- I can make some accurate 
inferences but sometimes just 
repeat the main story. 
 

- I make simple comments 
about how the writing is 
structured and the basic 
reasons for bullet points or 
titles. 
 

- I make simple comments 
about the writer’s opinion. 
 

- I sometimes comment on what 
the reader might think or feel. 
 

- I can make simple comments 
on the effect of language and 
can use some relevant 
terminology. 
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- Most of the points I make are 

important with different 
appropriate references and 
quotations. 
 

- I can make accurate 
inferences. 
 

- I can pick out and comment on 
different types of features 
relevant to the presentation, 
structure and organisation of 
the text and their effects. 
 

- I can make some comments 
on the writer’s use of language 
and explain them in my own 
words, using a variety of 
subject terminology. 
 

- I can make clear comments 
about the main purpose of the 
text. 

- I have shown an 
understanding of the different 
viewpoints in the text and have 
explained them. 
 
 

 


